
The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.  
This listing is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear intended to imply any degree of priority or 
significance of the issues.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATION KPTM OMAHA      x 3rd Quarter of 2019                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                    .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
ISSUE DESCRIPTION:      PROGRAM SEGMENT:       DATE/TIME               DURATION:          DESCRIPTION OF 
SEGMENT:                

Health:UNMC breakthrough on HIV |   Fox42 42 News |   07/02/19 |  9PM | 2:30  | Nebraska’s largest hospital released the results of a 
recent study where they were able to eliminate HIV in animals. The researchers say the results allow them to start looking at future studies in 
humans.               

Health: Mouthguards for student athletes|  Fox 42 News | 8/7/19 | 9PM | 1:15|  We spoke with an orthodontist leading up to back to 
school to talk about the importance of student athletes wearing mouthguards during practices and games along with how parents can best 
shop for the right mouthguard for their athlete.   
         
Health: Mumps found in Omaha|  Fox 42 News | 9/6/19  | 9PM | 1:15 | A student at a multi-university dorm center was confirmed to have 
a case of mumps. We spoke with school and health officials on what students need to do from there      

Economy: New Apartments|    Fox 42 News | 7/15/19 | 9pm | 2:30 | New apartments are being built along the main transportation corridor 
in Omaha. Neighbors aren’t happy about it though, the apartments are designed to be luxury use. Many are concerned about lower income 
people not being able to have access to the good transportation routes.

Economy: City stops painting crosswalks| Fox 42 News | 8/5/19 | 9PM | 2:00 | Omaha’s engineering department admitted during a 
townhall crews would no longer keep up crosswalks unless they are right next to schools. Officials at first said the sidewalks created a false 
sense of security for pedestrians so encouraged dangerous behavior. Then admitted the city just doesn’t have the money to keep up with the 
work.   

Economy:Tariff effects on farmers|  Fox 42 News | 9/3/19 | 9pm | 1:30 | A new analysis from the Nebraska Farm Bureau said new tariffs 
are expected to cost Nebraska farmers close to one billion dollars in 2019.

Environment: Pacific Junction cleanup| Fox 42 News | 7/07/19 | 9PM | 1:00 | People living in Pacific Junction used the holiday weekend 
to continue cleaning up the town after the major heartland floods. Much of the local tributaries are still dirty from wastewater treatment 
plants going down           
         



Environment: Fontenelle Lagoon improvements finished| Fox 42 News | 8/8/19 |  9PM | 1:30 | The city finished a $2 billion project to 
improve the Fontenelle Lagoon, part of a park in the northern part of town. The public works department says this should stop backups in 
basements when it rains along with help lower the amount of rain runoff flowing into the Missouri River.   
         
Environment: Two levee breaches| Fox 42 News | 9/18/19 | 9PM | 3:00 |   The floods are back, two levees breached in one day along the 
Missouri River in Mills County. We went out to help keep people up to date on closures and whether they needed to be prepared to evacuate.         

Community Projects: Nursery gives veterans free plants | Fox 42 News | 7/04/19 | 9PM | 1:00 | A nursery which “rescues” plants from 
closing businesses and raized parks gave veterans their choice of free plants for the Fourth of July 

Community Projects: ORBT construction begins on Dodge| Fox 42 News |  8/23/19 | 9PM | 2:00 | Omaha’s transportation agency started 
its construction on the new transit line in the city. It cuts down lanes on the busiest street in town and closes sidewalks in those areas for 
about a month and a half per station. We took a look at how pedestrians and drivers can get around.  

Community Projects:Omar the troll unveiled|  Fox 42 News |  9/4/19 | 9PM | :45 | The city unveiled a new troll statue situated underneath 
the Bob Kerrey bridge. A bunch of kids were there at the unveiling. The mayor also read the book introducing the troll to the city       

Crime: Ayeshea Colbenson sentencing| Fox 42 News | 7/3/19 |  9PM | 1:00 |  A woman convicted of allowing her pit bull to starve to death 
was sentenced to probation             
 
Crime : Stolen ATV| Fox 42 News | 8/04/19 | 9PM | 2:30 | A nationally ranked ATV racer had their ATV stolen while staying in Council 
Bluffs. We spoke with her and helped find surveillance footage of the area where it was stolen.     

Crime: Shooting at 50th & Spaulding:| Fox 42 News | 9/11/19|  9PM | :25 | The SWAT team had to be called after a shooting in an Omaha 
neighborhood. Members went door to door to speak with people about what happened    

At Risk Youth: Disabled kids learn to ride bike:| Fox 42 News | 7/23/19 |  9PM | 1:00 | A camp hosted an event where disabled kids 
learned how to ride bikes              

At Risk youth: New school security measures:| Fox 42 News | 8/12/19 | 9PM | 3:30 | A look at several school districts’ new procedures 
when it comes to how people can get access inside a school and other measures schools plan to help keep students safe. 

At Risk Youth: Preventing bullying in Nebraska schools|  Fox 42 News | 9/2/19 | 9PM | 2:00 | We took a look at how school officials are 
working to make sure there is no bullying in Nebraska schools. 

Political : La Vista restaurant tax: |  Fox 42 News | 7/29/19 | 9PM | 2:00 | La Vista’s mayor announced plans to introduce a restaurant tax 



similar to Omaha’s. We spoke with different restaurants and people to get their thoughts on the proposal.                   

Political: Ben Sasse Announces rerun: |  Fox 42 News |  8/5/19 | 9PM | 1:00 | Ben Sasse held an event to announce he is running for re-
election, the governor, Omaha’s mayor and several other Republican elected officials were there     

Political: Virtual Caucus plans axed:| Fox 42 News | 9/3/19 | 9PM | 2:30 | Iowa’s Democratic National Convention decided to get rid of 
the party’s plan for a virtual caucus, we dug into how that affects Iowa’s standing in the presidential nominating schedule.         

Education: Wildlife encounters with kids: | Fox 42 News | 7/17/19 | 9PM | 1:00 | An OPS school brought in a team with snakes, alligators, 
and more. The kids were able to handle some of the animals to learn more about them.      
           
Education: Expensive back to school supplies: | Fox 42 News | 8/01/19 | 9PM | 2:30 | We looked at the tax-free holiday weekend in Iowa 
and spoke with parents on their strategies for getting the most school supplies for the least money possible.   

Education: First new school in decades: | Fox 42 News | 9/10/19 | 9PM | 1:15 |   A new elementary school opened up in a neighborhood 
that has not seen a new elementary school for more than 30 years.  


